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**Tax Competition and The Tragedy of the Commons**


Nef: Let me start by quoting Adam Smith: he said once that the human civilization is based on three pillars. Peace, easy taxes, and tolerable justice. Do you agree with this proposition?

Buchanan: Yes especially the easy taxes.

Nef: Perhaps we should start by explaining to our readers what you mean by «The Tragedy of the Commons».

Buchanan: The term «Tragedy of the Commons» was invented by a biologist Garrett Hardin in 1968 in the «Science» magazine. It has been common in the economics literature for a long time. It refers to a situation where there is a common resource that is being used by many people independently of each other. This resource will of course tend to be overused since people in their actions do not take into account their effect on other people. The traditional reason for the use of the word «commons» goes back to the old mediaeval notion of a commons where the sheep or cattle would graze. A situation of separate peasants adding their animals on the commons results in overgrazing of the commons meadow or pasture. It has also been applied to fisheries where over-fishing occurs unless there is some control, or the overexploitation of oil reserves if uncontrolled.

In the early history of this issue, it was the prime concern of the economics of welfare. It was proposed that this is liable to occur in any industry. This was immediately challenged by some people who showed that in the majority of cases the problem can be solved if the resource is privatised, if a private ownership right to the resource is established. To go back to the original pasture example, the private owner of the resource would have an incentive to operate the use of the resource in such a way that the rent obtainable from the particular scarce resource does not disappear. Hence, for most of the economy, the problems are solved by allowing private property, which gives the correct incentives to the owner to run the property in a proper way. After this realisation in the early debates of the 1920s, it became accepted that these problems were relatively rare.

However, later in the 1950s one begins to get discussion about fisheries, for example, which cannot really be privatised easily. Then, of course, there was also the whole environmental movement which
started in the 1960s, and Garrett Hardin wrote his piece partially in response to this.

Nef: Is there a link to the realm of taxation where excessive taxation may be a widespread phenomenon? Can we nail down the point where beneficial taxation turns into over-taxation? If there are too many sheep on the pasture, their owner may be liable to paying a tax, but should not be over-taxed himself.

Buchanan: This is an interesting juxtaposition. I started dealing with this issue about five years ago, although it has always been close to my direct interest. Suppose you have a situation where you recognise that although private property might provide a solution, for historic reasons and for the sake of tradition, you do not want to privatise the resource. This unwillingness is relatively understandable in some areas since, with privatisation, somebody will get all the rents. If you are not that particular person, you personally don’t care about whether the resource is used properly or not, and the whole question becomes to a close approximation a distributional one: a competition over who gets the rents.

Thus if, because of the generally held values, you are not willing to privatise to a particular individual, but still want to manage the resource «properly» by a majority rule («let the government do it»), the question arises whether this majority-based solution would be different from that which was based on individual private ownership?

By posing the problem in this way one runs into the following problems: How large must the majority be? Does it matter who is in the majority? What if there are overlapping majorities on smaller partial issues? All these problems are interesting analytically, especially when one includes the fiscal question: What is the power to tax here? A large subsequent literature has been developed around these questions, trying to relate the fiscal instruments to various models of majorities.

Baumberger: I was going to ask the following question: surely, there is a difference between the commons on the one hand and the tax-base on the other. The latter category, after all, consists of consciously acting people. The analogy with the commons therefore is imperfect since grass, unlike people, cannot move and cannot take counter-measures. The taxpayers, on the other hand, do have a freedom of movement. Does that alter the implicit game of the commons in any significant way?

Buchanan: Obviously the two are not the same thing. The optimal «use» of the tax-base is not to tax at all. That way you maximise income (subject to some minimal requirements for maintaining law and order). In the case of the commons, on the other hand, the optimum for the private owner is to actually charge people for the use of the commons and thus put the right amount of sheep on the commons. The tax models would actually be an example of what we have called in another context an «anti-commons»: although you are always dissipating value. The reason why value is dissipated with the increase of any tax is exactly the one you mentioned: people are going to behave differently and less income will be produced with a higher tax rate. You can think of the standard demand curve for generating taxable income. If people behaved the same way, no matter what the tax was, then of course all different spending causes could be financed. The fact is, though, that the tax payers will react. The higher the taxes, the less income will be produced. You will be wasting resources, people will be entering the shadow economy, and the total value produced would be reduced.

Baumberger: In your theory of the Leviathan state you suggest, if I am correct, that loopholes are a sort of a subtle device in the tax system and therefore you would advocate consciously keeping them in place. Do you have some sort of ordering in your mind as to what loopholes are «better than others» or would you instead say that any loophole is as good as any other, as long as it is there? Would you attach any distributional and/or fairness criteria to the design of a «proper» system of loopholes?

Buchanan: You quote me quite correctly. I did come out in favour of loopholes explicitly at one time, although later when a whole book was produced on the subject, the word or the concept of a loophole became more implicit than explicit.

Tax-loopholes are generally a protection against the over-exploitative reach of the
government. If we know that the taxpayers will react, we will not tax as much but if I were to «design a tax structure» today, I would subscribe to there being not a single Franc of «exempted» for some reason.

Baumberger: I can make the observation that the evolution of the taxing system goes the opposite way of fragmenting the tax base and splitting off labour-income taxation from capital-income taxation. Even such countries as Sweden have done this. Capital income is taxed at a flat rate and the labour-income is subject to a steeply progressive tax. This may be caused by some tax-competition considerations. Do you think that this evolution should be welcomed or would you not be that supportive?

Buchanan: I think you have to be careful when identifying what the evolutionary path of tax-structures is, leaving aside the tax-competition question for a minute if I may. I think you are right in saying that there is a great pressure towards shredding the tax system into little parts. I look at it even more cynically and see the legislators responding to continuous pressure from lobbyists, industries, labour unions etc. where extreme amounts of resources are spent in trying to get special treatment or special loopholes. Over time, you are getting more and more targeted tax-cuts. That may indeed be the picture of the present situation. However, things can get built up to a level where there are so many special and targeted provisions that people can get fed up with it. In the U.S. we have had that very experience, which surprised everybody, right, left or centre of the political spectrum. In 1986 this critical level of complications was reached and the Congress, with the support of President Reagan, passed the 1986 Tax Reform Act which did reverse the evolution which you have described. We reduced the number of tax brackets, many of which were exactly these special provisions etc. In one of my pieces, I made the prediction that from a Public Choice perspective, this «truce» won't last. The politicians will start selling the rents again – which is indeed what they did. However, at least one has the swings and the relationship is not always so direct and going only in one direction.

Returning to the point about tax competition, I think you are absolutely right. You will get mobility of capital in the age of globalisation, therefore it will be difficult to sustain special deals, preferential differential tax-rates on different kinds of capital and so on. Tax competition generally means that your less mobile resources will be subjected to a more differentiated tax system.

Nef: Tax competition is just one of the pressures towards lower taxes. However, when the system is spoiled by intergovernmental redistribution, it ceases to work. On the one hand, there is the beneficial operation of tax competition, but at the same time the system is spoilt by redistribution on the regional level. That is exactly what happens in Switzerland, where we have healthy tax-competition, but we keep spoiling it with the system of financial equalisation...
Buchanan: It is a question of finding the right balance. With pure tax competition, one achieves the desired efficient allocation of resources in the system. On the other hand, some of these inter-governmental adjustments could be seen as desirable in maintaining a fiscal balance amongst the different regions.

Nef: And we are probably also back to one of Adam Smith’s pillars – to the question of peace...

Buchanan: Indeed. If we rely purely on tax competition, it is migration that bears the burden of being the adjusting force. Yet there may be other inefficiencies resulting from this, such as the likelihood that the population will start to concentrate too greatly in population centres etc. ...

Nef: What do you think about the argument that tax competition will lead to a «race to the bottom» – that at the end there will be too low taxes, none in the extreme, and they would be incapable of providing even the minimal supply of collective goods?

Buchanan: I don’t buy that argument at all. It seems to me that is not what would happen. In effective fiscal competition, both sides of the equation matter, the giving and the taking. It may be true that those localities with the lowest tax rates will attract more investment and inflow of people, but this will not be the case unless they do provide some services in return. People as well as capital owners evaluate both the tax rate and the level of services when they make a decision whether or not to migrate. Fiscal competition will ensure that you have efficient level of services, which does not mean lowest-tax public sectors or the highest-spending public sectors. What it does mean, however, is that in these efficient public sectors there will not be much of wasteful redistribution spending.

Nef: That is exactly our experience in Switzerland. People do not like paying taxes, but they will pay them if they can see «their money’s worth» in terms of services provided. They may not like it, but they do pay taxes.

Baumberger: At the same time, should we not distinguish between services which are actual products and those services which take the form pure benefits, e.g. social-security benefits or benefits for the poor? In the first category, equilibrium will obviously easily establish itself. However, among the unrequired benefits, will there also be an equilibrium or is there a reason for fearing that the race to the bottom will play out quite badly for the socially less powerful?

Buchanan: There is no doubt that the poor will see this story differently. We said that we were going to get the efficient level of services, and giving aid to the poor is not necessarily economically efficient. If aid is your primary objective, you will not get it through this kind of competition.

Baumberger: Will we agree that as far as giving aid to the poor is concerned, it should be uniform, devoid of any competition and not delegated to the lower levels of government as it is done in the U.S.?

Buchanan: You have to be careful here of another aspect, though: You seem to look at it from a narrow point of view economic efficiency, probably neglecting somewhat the way in which governments actually behave. One may say that the central government ought to do the fiscal redistribution because it can and the more local levels find it harder. However, if we look at the behaviour of governments from the point of view of moral legitimacy, we see that at least in the big countries (Switzerland may or may not be different from this), central redistribution programs will probably run out of popular support of the, say, 250 million people of the whole nation. People do not much care about the poor when it is not somehow within their immediate capacity as a moral being to associate with the plights of those particular people. The person in Virginia might well be interested in supporting the poor in Virginia, but (s)he will not be interested in supporting the poor in California. If you get your units too big, you lose this moral capacity. After all, the support for a redistribution scheme has to come from the sphere of morals and morality.

Nef: That will become a problem especially in the EU.

Buchanan: And even more because of the different backgrounds. Why should somebody in Germany care directly about somebody in Portugal, for example ...

Nef: We even have the same thing in Switzerland with the cultural divide ...
Baumberger: This in fact fits naturally with our previous discussion of the tax competition and indeed of the loopholes. On the spending side you would therefore advocate uniform social security benefits (in line with the uniform taxation proposition), but these benefits ought not to be constructed uniform across too large a jurisdiction and there ought to be a possibility of differentiation across regions.

Let us progress somewhat in our theme without actually completely changing it. Can you conceive of a situation where there could be excessive competition, or at least excessive tax-competition? Is there some sort of an internal stable optimum within reach or do you think that benefits of competition continue increasing as long as competition increases? Perhaps it could be a mere theoretical possibility, one which does not actually empirically occur in any country.

Buchanan: Well, my prejudices tell me that I should say I could not conceive of a situation of excessive competition. However, let me mention at least one of the objections against competition that always comes up in this context. In the U.S., many local levels of the government (be it state or country) will forgive taxes to businesses if only they would locate there and guarantee that they would stay there for quite some time). So firms follow these tax breaks and often stay only as long as the break lasts. Now if the individual states or localities competed only at the level of rates, there would be no problems. But because of the heavy use of targeting of particular cases, there are indeed large inefficiencies and a rather counter-productive climate. ♦
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